Open letter to the G8 Members in L’Aquila.
Saturday, 11th July 2009.
We have seen, heard and read. But, besides many words, releases,
announcements, bows, a little emotion, some tears, what have you decided to
do, you that declare yourselves the great of the planet and therefore should
carry out the function of improving the condition of the entire humanity?
What have you decided to do to produce and distribute low-cost clean energy to
everybody, as in few dozens years crude oil and gas reserves will be drained and
presently a big increase in their price is estimated?
What to avoid by 2025 three billion and half (today a billion and half) people
from being without drinkable water?
What for more than a billion hungry people, besides promising six dollars a year
for three years to each of them (20 billion dollars during three years)? What for
the food crisis in progress because of the speculation?
What to avoid hundreds million people, above all in Africa, from dying of curable
diseases?
What to teach reading and writing to a billion illiterate people?
What to overcome atomisation of the masses both in the poorer countries and in
the richer ones?
What for the production of the goods necessary to satisfy the essential needs of
all human beings?
What for real economy and above all to redistribute equally resources and
wealth, considering that two percent of us has more than half of the wealth on
this planet and the poorer half only one percent?
What for the full employment, considering that, also through the epochal
economic crisis you have let burst, there are more and more tens of million
unemployed people in the world?
What to avoid other crisis of overproduction of the world economic system, which
is aimed at profit through labour exploitation?
What to give people who want to work the means of production necessaries to
allow everybody to produce enough at least for themselves.
What for the production and the distribution of durable things that can make
more respectable life of billions people?
What to balance the ratio between the production value of useful goods and
costs of services, considering that the GDP of the more developed countries is
made up of services for three fourths?
What to avoid further pollution and deforestation? You have decided to reduce by
50% global polluting emission and by 80% the one of the developed countries
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within 2050, even if you know that this way 2025 the planet will be halfdestroyed.
What to eliminate the speculation both financial and commercial, besides new
rules against corruption and tax evasion, on which all political systems depend?
What against drugs?
What to avoid few greedy people from destroying savings of many people?
What for the reinvestment of savings in real economy?
What to increase the bargaining power of little and medium-sized enterprises and
to limit the one of multinational companies?
What to reduce prices and to increase consumption of essential?
What to finance real economy?
What to guarantee correct information about real facts rather than about
appearances?
What to guarantee personal security and freedom of movement of billions
people?
What to solve the chaos of circulation that causes alienation and mental illnesses
above all in the big cities?
What to control the power of banks besides new rules for derivatives?
What for peace, considering that states don’t adopt United Nations resolutions?
What for peace, considering that states don’t adopt not even the resolutions of
the United Nations? Non-proliferation treaties? And who will observe them if
military expenditure are increasing by 5% ever year?
What for scientific research, considering that almost all major centres don’t have
sufficient resources to carry out their researches?
What to let everybody take part in the necessary epochal change we need, to
avoid decimation of our species?
What to govern and set free economy and markets, if therefore no state
renounces its protective policy? The commitment to reach the Doha agreement is
not sufficient, it will be necessary to see facts.
What to replace legal tender currencies without any value with money that
represents real value and that is at least future?
What, finally, to modify the structure, rules and behaviours that have caused the
current situation? What different compared with the past?
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